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Introduction

Teachers, one of the basic vital human resources of the education system, play an important role in comprehensive restructuring actions carried out in education, as well as in developing schools, increasing the quality of education, and forming an effective school culture and climate. Therefore, determining the variables that affect the qualifications, orientations, performances, motivations, and attitudes of teachers in processes related to teaching is considered important (Erdoğan and Dönmez, 2015). The increase in people’s roles and responsibilities and the complexity of their relationships become challenging for mental health, and interpersonal relations have an important place in the life of individuals working directly with people. Education is one of the areas where interaction with people is the most intense. The situation leads to intense burnout (Dericioğulları, Konak, Arslan, and Öztürk, 2007). The concept of burnout, one of the problems of the modern age, first appears in the novel A Burnt-Out Case by Graham Greene, which was published in 1961. It depicts a psychologically collapsed architect who quits his job and his escapes to the African forests. In it, the architect loses his idealism as a result of his feelings of exhaustion and anger about his work (Yıldırım and İçerli, 2010). Edelwich (1980) defines burnout as progressive loss of idealism, energy, and purpose experienced by people in the service sector as a result of the conditions of their work (as cited in Cemaloğlu and Şahin, 2007). In an effort to define burnout, Maslach et al. (1986), proposed three dimensions: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced personal accomplishment.

Research Purpose and Hypotheses

The purpose of this study is to investigate the mediating role of perceptions of collective efficacy in the relationship between teachers’ professional burnout and organizational commitment.
Significance of Research
In this study, we investigated the factors that affect the relationship between teachers’ perceptions of burnout and their organizational commitment. We tested whether the perception of collective efficacy has a mediating role in this relationship. We chose collective efficacy because it is an important issue for teachers.

Hypothesis
1- Teachers’ perception of professional burnout negatively affects their perception of collective efficacy.
2- Teachers’ perception of professional burnout negatively affects their organizational commitment.
3- Perceptions of collective efficacy play an important role in the relationship between teachers’ perception of professional burnout and their organizational commitment.

Literature Review

Emotional Exhaustion: Emotional exhaustion refers to feeling emotionally worn-out and drained by one’s work. It emerges as a lack of energy and the feeling that one’s emotional resources are depleted, and it makes people feel not as efficient and responsible as they used to be. This dimension of burnout is characterized by feeling depleted of one’s emotional and physical resources (Maslach and Goldberg, 1998).

Depersonalization: Depersonalization, characterized as the interpersonal dimension of burnout, refers to negative attitudes towards clients and callous responses toward work and various aspects of the job. It is described as stoic, cold, and indifferent behaviours displayed by an employee (Togia, Koustelios, and Tsigilis, 2004).

Reduced Personal Accomplishment: The feeling of reduced personal accomplishment refers to a decline in one’s feelings of competence and achievement in one’s work and thus one starts to feel incompetent in events related to work and in interpersonal relationships at work. Thus, the effort is wasted and the feeling of guilt prevents the employee from fulfilling the necessary actions for success by decreasing work motivation (Özkaya, 2006). According to the study by Wang (2017), there was a negative and significant relationship between teachers’ burnout and the satisfaction with personal education, earnings of the teaching profession, interpersonal relationships in the school, school policies, and career development. According to Wang, all these affective traits related to occupation directly and indirectly affect teachers’ commitment to school.

In this respect, it is noteworthy to mention that another important concept affecting the quality of life of service-sector employees is organizational commitment. The sense of employees’ organizational commitment leads to important outcomes in favor of both the employee and the organization. Therefore, employees’ organizational commitment is a necessary condition for the organization to offer effectiveness, efficiency, and high-quality products (Koç, 2009). Organizational commitment refers to psychological commitment to elements such as individuals’ involvement in the organization, loyalty, and belief in organizational values. Organizational commitment means a full commitment to one’s occupation. The concept of commitment to occupation includes appropriate use of time, attention to details, making an extra effort, acceptance of change, cooperation with others, self-improvement, respect for trust, being proud of his/her abilities, trying to do better, being
open to development, and providing support to the organization faithfully, among others (Güney, 2001).

Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 1) state that organizational commitment consists of three components: affective, continuance, and normative. Affective commitment refers to an employee’s emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in the organization. Continuance commitment refers to commitments based on the costs that employees associate with leaving the organization. Finally, normative commitment refers to an employee’s feelings of obligation to remain in the organization. Organizational commitment has positive aspects for employees, work groups, and organizations. However, organizational commitment may possibly have negative aspects. Nonetheless, it is an indisputable fact that the positive aspects are far above the negative aspects and therefore, efforts should be made to strengthen the organizational commitment (Bakan, 2011, p. 45). Organizational commitment, which is shown to be the most important factor in the achievement of organizational success, makes individuals into problem solvers instead of problem producers. Therefore, efforts are made to increase the commitment of each individual within the organization. If organizations want to reach a state of comfort and survive, it is necessary to strengthen the commitment of employees (İnce and Gül, 2005, as cited in Ügraşoğlu and Çağanağa, 2017). In recent years, because of the importance of the subject, there have been many studies on teachers’ organizational commitment. These studies have investigated topics such as the relationship between organizational commitment and different variables (Gören and Yengin, 2014), the relationship between organizational commitment and organizational culture (Sezgin, 2010), the relationship between organizational trust and organizational commitment (Eğriboyun, 2014), the relationship between the ways teachers deal with stress and levels of organizational commitment (İhtiyaroğlu, 2018), teachers’ views on organizational commitment (Bakır, 2013), teachers’ level of organizational commitment (Özkan, Yiğit, and Cinoğlu, 2011), and school administrators’ levels of organizational commitment (Nayır, 2013; Akar, 2014). Moreover, Üstüner (2009) developed a scale to measure teachers’ organizational commitment. However, in order to better understand teachers’ organizational commitment and to present sufficient inferences in terms of implementation, this concept should be investigated by associating with different organizational and personal characteristics.

One of these personal characteristics is professional burnout. Various studies have been conducted to reveal the relationship between professional burnout and organizational commitment. Burnout, which is frequently experienced in occupations which require intense face-to-face relationships with people, has a negative impact on employees’ adoption of the organization and inhibits the strengthening of their feelings of commitment to the organization, which could otherwise increase employees’ performance and productivity levels. Employees experiencing burnout cannot show commitment to the organization and their sense of burnout suppresses the sense of commitment (Demirel, Tohum, and Kartal, 2017).

In this study collective efficacy is one of the most important concepts that affect the service performance of service-sector employees. The concept of collective efficacy is one of the most important concepts of Bandura’s Social Cognitive Motivation Theory and it is an extension of the concept of self-efficacy for teams and communities (Bandura, 1997, p. 477, as cited in Arıkan and Çalışkan, 2013). Collective efficacy has been defined by Bandura as “a group’s shared belief in its conjoint capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given levels of attainment” (1997, p. 477). Zaccaro, Blair,
Peterson, and Zazanis define it as “shared competence among individuals when allocating, coordinating, and integrating their resources in a successful concerted response to specific situational demands” (1995, p. 309). Collective efficacy is not only the sum of the efficacy beliefs of the individual members but also the interactive dynamics of the group members (Goddard, Hoy, & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2000).

Relationship Between Collective Efficacy and Organizational Commitment

According to Doğan (2013), hierarchy of needs and social exchange theories can be used to explain the relationship between collective efficacy and organizational commitment. In this relationship, the reason for using two different theories is that there are three dimensions of organizational commitment—that is, affective commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment—and each of these dimensions is based on different reasons. Thus, continuance and affective commitment will be explained by hierarchy of needs and normative commitment by social exchange theory.

The relationship between collective efficacy and continuance commitment through the hierarchy of needs. The continuance commitment derives from employees’ desire to remain in the organization due to the personal investments they make in the organization. These investments include close social relations with colleagues, retirement rights, seniority, career, and special abilities obtained by working in the organization for a long time. In addition, uncertainties about getting better job opportunities elsewhere contribute to this decision. In summary, employees’ interests require continuance commitment to the organization. When we look at the relationship between collective efficacy and continuance commitment based on the hierarchy of needs, it is an inevitable fact that individuals have to work to meet their needs in the first two stages. Therefore, it is natural for individuals who have to work to demonstrate their continuance commitment to organizations. Many employees continue to work to meet the basic needs of themselves and their families, although they do not like their jobs. Therefore, when we look at the effect of self efficacy on this relationship, the characteristics of individuals with a high level of collective efficacy, such as struggling with difficulties, perseverance, persistence, and not being intimidated, will affect their commitment to their organizations positively. Individuals with high levels of collective efficacy will overcome the difficulties they face through their perceptions of efficacy, will not give up, will persevere, and will continue their commitment to the organization. In summary, the professional’s perception of qualification will increase their continuance commitment.

Hierarchy of needs theory in relationship between collective efficacy and affective commitment. Affective commitment emerges from a compromise between individual and organizational values that emotionally connects individuals to the organization and ensures them to be members of the organization. This type of commitment will correspond to the third stage of the hierarchy of needs (love, belonging, etc.). Individuals will be emotionally connected to a group, an organization, to meet their needs in the third stage. In this commitment, individuals with high perception of collective efficacy are expected to have a high commitment to the organization. Considering the characteristics (persistence, not being intimidated, determination, etc.) that the perception entails, the perception of collective efficacy will have a positive effect on these individuals’ affective commitment to organizations.
Social exchange theory in the relationship between collective efficacy and normative commitment. Normative commitment emphasizes the tendency to be committed and loyal to organizations in a culture that promotes commitment and loyalty to the organization. In addition, normative commitment includes beliefs that are consistent with organizational mission, goal, policy, and mode of action and internalized by individuals. In this commitment there is a harmony between individual and organizational values. The reason why employees exhibit this kind of commitment is that they believe that it is true and ethical. In summary, this kind of commitment is revealed with moral reasons. Individuals with high levels of self-efficacy are more likely to choose difficult and realistic goals for themselves and show more commitment to these goals. Considering this, individuals with characteristics such as perseverance and determination are not expected to leave their organizations easily. Thus, it is expected that the perception of collective efficacy will affect all types of commitment to the organization positively by considering the relationship between collective efficacy and the commitment to the organization, taking into consideration both the theories mentioned above and the results of various studies (as cited in Kırıştı, 2017). In a study conducted with 26,257 teachers and 6,711 managers, Ware and Kitsantas (2007) stated that collective efficacy significantly affected commitment to organization. Caprara, Barbaranelli, Steca, and Malone (2006) and Jex and Bliese (1999) argued that collective efficacy had a mediating effect on organizational commitment.

Relationship Between Burnout and Organizational Commitment

Burnout and organizational commitment are two concepts that affect each other, and they have a strong relationship. While burnout is an employee’s attitude towards his or her job, organizational commitment is related to the employee’s attitude towards the organization (Randall, 1987, p. 465). When employees face burnout, they react in two ways: leaving work or being uninterested in their work. One of the most important objectives of the business is to improve the skills and talents of the employees and to increase their commitment to the organization. Employees with high organizational commitment have a better performance, better relationship with other members, and higher satisfaction levels (Obeng and Ugboro, 2003, p. 83–98). Organizational commitment makes it easier for employees to stay in an organization. Commitment, which affects employees’ intention to leave the organization, may increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the enterprise because of the decrease in the employee turnover rate (Sarıdede, 2004, p. 49). It is suggested that employees with a high level of commitment are more productive, contribute more to innovation and creativity, and have more loyalty and responsibility (Gürbüz, 2008, p. 65). Individuals with a high perception level of collective efficacy believe in the group, help each other, overcome difficulties by acting together, and support each other in a positive way. Thanks to these positive supports and cooperation, the commitment of individuals to the organization will be affected. In addition to this, as is the case with individual efficacy, an increase in productivity and performance along with the increase in the perception of collective efficacy cause employees to consider themselves as more valuable, and thus this increases their level of commitment to the organization (Meyer, Stanley, Herscovitch, and Topolnytsky, 2002).

These concepts are in mutual interaction, and teachers’ perception of collective efficacy has a sensitive role in the relationship between organizational commitment and perceptions of professional burnout. When the conditions including the following elements are met in the school culture, it is seen that the teachers’ professional burnout decreases and their motivation to work is affected positively (WestEd, 2000):
1- When teachers and other stakeholders of the organization model strong cooperation
2- When school principals and other members of the school community (stakeholders) appreciate the performance of the teachers, both individually and together
3- When teachers are encouraged to teach, learn, and to have commitment to a healthy organizational culture
4- When teachers are provided with the opportunity to develop expertise in teaching strategies and the use of technology to improve themselves and provide support for other basic elements in education

Collective efficacy may affect attitudes towards work in various ways. Bandura (2000) claims that groups with high levels of collective efficacy are more likely to overcome obstacles when they encounter obstacles and do not give up quickly. When Mulvey and Klein (1998) examined the effect of perceived negligence and collective efficacy on groups’ performance and achieving goals, they found that groups with high levels of efficacy made more efforts compared to the groups with low levels of efficacy when faced with negative feedback. They also demonstrated that there was a positive correlation between collective efficacy and the group’s commitment to the purpose. Gürçay, Yılmaz and Ekici (2009) gathered data from 122 teachers to determine teachers’ levels of collective efficacy beliefs, teacher self-efficacy, self-regulation, and professional burnout, as well as their gender and occupational experience. The study revealed that teachers’ collective efficacy belief levels were high. It was found that teacher self-efficacy and emotional exhaustion subscale contributed to predicting collective efficacy beliefs and that the whole model explained 34% of the variance. Zellar, Hochwarter, Perrewé, Miles and Kiewitz (2001), in their study on 188 nurses, found that collective efficacy correlated with lower intention to quit and higher job satisfaction. Various studies show that both self-efficacy and collective efficacy beliefs are related to significant organizational outcomes, and there is a positive correlation between collective efficacy and motivation, performance, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment (Dammacco, Dello Russo, & Borgogni, 2007; Borgogni, Petitta and Mastrorilli, 2010; Borgogni, Russo and Falcone, 2007; Chen and Bliese, 2002).

Kimav (2010), in his master’s thesis study, tried to determine the relationship between burnout and individual and collective efficacy of the teachers (123) who teach English at university. Data analysis showed that emotional exhaustion was experienced more frequently than depersonalization and that reduced personal accomplishment was the most common feeling. In addition, the analysis of perceptions of teacher efficacy showed that perceptions of individual teaching efficacy were stronger than perceptions of general teaching efficacy. On the other hand, it was seen that participants’ perception of collective teacher efficacy was weaker than perception of individual teaching efficacy but stronger than perception of general teaching efficacy. It was once again seen that factors related to work, working environment, and managerial issues are among the most important sources of collective efficacy beliefs among the participants. The study also pointed out that there was a positive correlation between individual and collective teacher efficacy. In addition, collective teacher efficacy correlated positively with reduced personal accomplishment and negatively with depersonalization and emotional exhaustion.

In a study by Walumbwa, Wang, Lawler, and Kan (2004) of 402 people working in the banking and finance sector in China and India, the researchers found that transformational leadership has both direct and indirect implications on attitudes towards work such as job satisfaction and affective organizational commitment through collective efficacy. The process of thinking and reflecting on what the best methods to cope with problems and difficulties
could be will increase individual and collective trust in order to take initiative or do things in an unorthodox way. Moreover, transformational leaders can influence the collective efficacy by enabling the followers to become aware of the value and sacrifice that other group members add to the group (Walumbwa, Wang, and Lawler, 2003). Skaalvik and Skaalvik (2007) state that teachers’ self-efficacy is related to their perceptions of collective efficacy and burnout levels. In other words, the researchers found that there was a significant positive correlation between collective self-efficacy and teacher self-efficacy and a significant negative correlation between teacher self-efficacy and burnout. Therefore, it can be expected that there will be a relationship between belief in promoting motivated learning and collective efficacy and burnout. Klassen, Usher, and Bong (2010) investigated the relationship between teachers’ perceptions of collective efficacy and job satisfaction in Canada, the United States, and Korea. They argued that there was a positive correlation between teachers’ perception of collective efficacy and job satisfaction in all three cultures. In the light of the previous research, it could be expected that teachers’ perceptions of collective efficacy will positively correlate with belief in promoting motivated learning self-efficacy and negatively correlate with burnout levels (Klassen et al., 2010; Skaalvik and Skaalvik, 2007).

Consequently, teachers must fulfill both individual and collective efficacy elements in order to overcome the difficulties of school and education system, to fulfill their responsibilities and to carry out this process effectively. In this context, teachers need to turn to a school concept that supports each other, and follows and governs itself on the basis of the school’s educational programs and culture in more cooperative way (Berliner, 2001; Keller-Schneider, 2014). According to Keller-Schneider (2014), teachers who work in collaboration with their colleagues and try to develop a healthy school culture are preferred in their schools. Teachers fulfilling the requirements of the school culture and developing a healthy cooperation while carrying out their current tasks will affect the affective characteristics of their work positively. In this respect, it can be argued that teachers’ collective work and self-regulation skills positively correlate with motivation processes, but negatively correlate with burnout levels.

Method

This study used the correlational research design. Correlational research is a research method aiming to examine the relationships between two or more variables without any manipulation to affect them. Based on the relationships obtained with this research method, there is an opportunity to predict some results. In this research design, rather than cause-effect relationship, the variation of variables is discussed. The results obtained in the correlational research method give an idea about cause-effect relationship (Büyüköztürk, Kılıç Çakmak, Akgün, Karadeniz, and Demirel, 2008). In this research, relationships between burnout, perceptions of collective self-efficacy, and teachers’ organizational commitment were investigated and analysed using correlational research design.

Target Population

The target population consisted of 377 teachers working at different levels of education in central districts of Konya. Of the teachers, 51.7% (n = 195) were female and 48.3% (n = 182) were male; 6.1% (n = 23) were at pre-education, 29.4% (n = 111) were at primary school, 37.1% (n = 140) at secondary school and 27.3% (n = 103) were at high school. The percentage of teachers with a bachelor’s degree is 75.3% (n = 284) and with a master’s degree or higher, 24.7% (n = 93). The mean age of teachers was 39.25 (SD = 8.25) and the...
mean of seniority (year) was calculated as 15.32 (SD = 8.17). Teachers were informed about the nature of the study, that participation was voluntary.

**Scales and Questionnaires**

*Demographic Information Form*: For the purpose of this study, a personal information form was developed and used to obtain information about the demographic characteristics of the teachers who participated in the study. Demographic information form included items regarding gender, level of education, seniority, age, and marital status.

*Collective Teacher Self-Efficacy Scale*: The scale was developed by Tschannen-Moran and Barr (2004) and adapted to Turkish by Erdoğan and Dönmez (2015). The scale, which consists of 12 items, assesses collective teacher efficacy in two sub-dimensions. There are six items in the dimension of student discipline and six items in the dimension of teaching strategies. The 5-point Likert-type scale is scored as: no (1), less (2), medium (3), too (4) and completely (5). The high scores obtained from the scale indicate that the perception of collective teacher efficacy is high. In this study, Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficients calculated for student discipline and teaching strategies were found as 0.89 and 0.86, respectively.

*Organizational commitment*: The scale was developed by Allen and Mayer (1997). The validity and reliability of the Turkish version of the scale was performed by Erdoğanışçu (2006). This scale consisted of 18 items measuring affective commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment. The 5-point Likert-type scale is scored as: I totally disagree (1), I disagree (2), I am undecided (3), I agree (4) and I totally agree (5). The scale is composed of three dimensions. There are six items in each dimension. In the scale, four items are reverse-coded: the third, fourth, fifth and thirteenth items. High scores on affective commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment suggest a high degree of organizational commitment. For this study, it was found that Cronbach’s alpha values for affective commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment were 0.76, 0.72 and 0.76 respectively.

*Maslach Burnout Inventory*: This inventory was developed by Maslach et al. (1986) and adapted to Turkish by Ergin (1992). The scale, which consists of 22 items, evaluates burnout in three sub-dimensions. The first dimension, emotional exhaustion, consists of nine items; the second dimension, depersonalization, consists of five items; and the third dimension, reduced personal achievement, consists of eight items. The items in personal achievement subdimension are reverse-coded. The 5-point Likert-type inventory included five items to be answered as: never (1), very rare (2), sometimes (3), often (4) always (5). High scores obtained from scale show that perceived burnout is high. In this study, Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficients calculated for emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced personal achievement were found as 0.85, 0.77, and 0.72, respectively.

**Data Analysis**

For the purpose of this study, we performed a structural equation model analysis to test the mediating effect of collective efficacy in the relationship between professional burnout and organizational commitment. Before carrying out this analysis, we checked the assumptions required for multivariate analysis. We made the necessary assumptions on the total points obtained from the scales. Firstly, we investigated the presence of outliers that violate the normal distribution in the data set by creating box graphs. According to the results, there is no
outlier value which violates the normal distribution. According to Finney and DiStefano (2006), a univariate kurtosis of less than 7 and a skewness of less than 2 demonstrate sufficient normality. The skewness and kurtosis values of the four-variable ranged from –0.303 to 0.753 and –0.677 to 0.113, respectively, which indicated that the data were of normal distribution. Mardia kurtosis coefficient of less than 8 shows that the assumption of multivariate normal distribution is met (Yılmaz and Varol, 2015). Mardia kurtosis coefficient calculated by AMOS was 6.37. This value showed that the assumption of multivariate normal distribution was met. In the next step, we examined the hypothesis for multivariate linear. Therefore, we formed a scatter diagram and examined for the variables. We observed that linear relationships between the variables existed.

Finally, we investigated variance inflation factors (VIF) and tolerance values (TV) to determine whether there are multicollinearity problems between dependent and independent variables. The fact that the variance inflation factors were equal to or greater than 10 and the tolerance values were equal to or less than 0.10 showed the existence of multicollinearity (Çokluk, Şekercioğlu, and Büyüköztürk, 2010). The VIF values were between 1.34 and 6.26, and the TV values were between 0.16 and 0.87. These values showed that there was no multicollinearity problem between the variables. As a result, it is understood that the data used in the study meet the assumptions required for multivariate analysis. Assumptions were made using SPSS 24.0. AMOS 24.0 was used for structural equation modelling analysis. In the analysis of the structural equation model, to test direct effects we tried to determine whether t-values are significant at the 0.05 level, and to test indirect effects, we took into consideration confidence intervals calculated by the bootstrap method. In the bootstrap method, data sets in different amounts and sizes are generated by resampling the observations in the data set. Using this method, a 2000 bootstrap sample was generated from the data set. In order for the indirect effect to be statistically significant, the estimated confidence intervals for the indirect effect should not contain 0. Indirect effects are considered statistically insignificant when the estimated confidence intervals contain 0 (Shrout & Bolger, 2002).

Discussion of the Findings

To test the mediating effect of collective efficacy in the relationship between professional burnout and organizational commitment, we used the method proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986). Baron and Kenny stated that three conditions need be met in order to establish mediation. First, the presumed independent variable (burnout) accounts for variation in the presumed mediator (collective teacher efficacy). Second, the independent variable (burnout) has a significant effect on the dependent variable (organizational commitment). Third, when the mediator is included in the regression analysis in the second step, the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable is reduced and the mediator has a significant effect on the dependent variable. Therefore, we created and tested three different structural equation models. The structural equation model developed for the first condition is shown in Figure 1. In the model, burnout is an independent variable and collective teacher efficacy is the dependent variable. The values obtained by testing the model (χ2/sd = 2.01; p = 0.13; RMSEA = 0.05; SRMR = 0.03; CFI = 0.99; TLI = 0.98; GFI = 0.99; AGFI = 0.97) indicated that the model corroborates the previous research data (Bollen, 1989; Browne and Cudeck, 1993; Hu and Bentler, 1999; Tanaka and Huba, 1985).
According to Figure 1, we see that burnout affects collective teacher efficacy negatively ($\beta = -0.39; p<0.001$). Burnout accounts for 16% of the change in collective teacher efficacy. Therefore, the first condition that Baron and Kenny (1986) specified was met.

The structural equation model developed to test the second condition is given in Figure 2. In the model, burnout is the independent variable and organizational commitment is the dependent variable. The values obtained by testing the model ($\chi^2/sd = 2.65; p = 0.01$; RMSEA = 0.07; SRMR = 0.04; CFI = 0.95; TLI = 0.95; GFI = 0.98; AGFI = 0.95) indicated that the model was in good agreement with the available data (Bollen, 1989; Browne and Cudeck, 1993; Hu and Bentler, 1999; Tanaka and Huba, 1985).

According to Figure 2, burnout affects organizational commitment negatively ($\beta = -0.78; p<0.001$). Burnout accounts for about 61% of the change in organizational commitment. Therefore, the second condition that Baron and Kenny (1986) specified was met.

The structural equation model developed to test the third condition is given in Figure 3. In the model, burnout is an independent variable, organizational commitment is the dependent variable, and collective teacher efficacy is the mediator variable. The values obtained by testing the model $\chi^2/sd = 1.70; p = 0.04$; RMSEA = 0.04; SRMR = 0.04; CFI = 0.98; TLI = 0.96; GFI = 0.98; AGFI = 0.96) indicated that the model was in good agreement with the available data (Bollen, 1989; Browne and Cudeck, 1993; Hu and Bentler, 1999; Tanaka and Huba, 1985).
According to Figure 3, burnout has a negative effect on organizational commitment ($\beta = -0.56; p<0.001$) and collective teacher efficacy ($\beta = -0.38; p<0.001$). Collective teacher efficacy affects organizational commitment positively ($\beta = 0.22; p<0.05$). Burnout and collective teacher efficacy explain about 46% of the change in organizational commitment.

**Table 1. Coefficients of Relations between Variables in Mediation Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediation Model</th>
<th>Direct Effect (Without mediator)</th>
<th>Direct Effect (With mediator)</th>
<th>Indirect Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnout $\rightarrow$ Collective teacher efficacy $\rightarrow$ Organizational commitment</td>
<td>-0.78***</td>
<td>-0.56***</td>
<td>-0.22*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***$p<0.001$; *$p<0.05$***

According to the table, burnout has a significant negative effect on organizational commitment without the mediator variable ($\beta = -0.78; p<0.001$). When the mediator variable was added to the model, the effect of burnout on organizational commitment was slightly reduced ($\beta = -0.56; p<0.001$). Part of the effect of burnout on organizational commitment has begun to take place due to collective teacher efficacy ($\beta = 0.22; p<0.05$). Therefore, the third condition that Baron and Kenny (1986) specified was met. The decrease in the direct effect of burnout on organizational commitment and the fact that this effect remained statistically significant showed that collective teacher efficacy is partly the mediator in the relationship between burnout and organizational commitment.

**Significance of the Study and Conclusions**

In this study, we investigated the factors that affect the relationship between teachers’ perceptions of burnout and their organizational commitment. We tested whether the perception of collective efficacy has a mediating role in this relationship. We chose collective efficacy because it is an important issue for teachers.
This study is an applied research on teachers working in preschool, primary and high-school levels in the city center of Konya. In this study, we examined the relationship between teachers’ professional burnout and their organizational commitment and the mediating role of the perceptions of collective efficacy in this relationship. We tested the relationships between the variables discussed in this study by the structural equation model analysis. As a result, we found that teachers’ perceptions of professional burnout had a significant effect on organizational commitment and perceptions of collective efficacy. In addition, we determined that teachers’ perceptions of collective efficacy were the partial mediator in the relationship between their perceptions of professional burnout and organizational commitment.

One of the findings obtained from the study is that teachers’ perceptions of professional burnout affect their organizational commitment negatively. As teachers’ perception of professional burnout increases, their organizational commitment decreases. This result is consistent with the results in the literature (Çetin, Basım, and Aydoğan, 2011; Maryama, Zawawi, Hitam and Jody, 2011; Polat, 2009). Professional burnout consists of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced personal achievement (Maslach and Jackson, 1981). Exposure to excessive demands that may adversely affect the psychology and emotional reactions of an individual in his or her professional life may exhaust his or her energy (Budak and Sürgevil, 2005). Individuals with a high perception of professional burnout tend to exhibit insensitive behaviours that lack emotion towards individuals they serve, and they do not take others’ individual needs into account. At the same time, these individuals feel incompetent and unsuccessful. These individuals often have a negative assessment of the self (Yıldırım and İçeri, 2010). Therefore, it can be argued that it is very difficult for individuals with high perception of professional burnout to develop a healthy sense of organizational commitment. The negative mood of these individuals may prevent them from accepting organizational values strongly and remaining as an important part of the organization.

Another finding of the study is that the teachers’ perceptions of professional burnout affect their perceptions of collective efficacy negatively. As teachers’ perceptions of professional burnout increase, their perceptions of collective efficacy decrease. Studies investigating the relationship between teachers’ perceptions of professional burnout and perceptions of general efficacy support this result (Brouwers, Evers, and Tomic, 2001; Çimen, 2007; Karahan, 2008; Mede, 2009; Telef, 2011). The state of fatigue, frustration and emotional exhaustion create a sense of professional burnout. The sense of professional burnout can lead to a decrease in the performance of the employees and decrease in job satisfaction (Altay, 2009; Mengenci, 2015). This situation may cause teachers to make a limited contribution to the students’ ability to gain life-oriented functional skills, have a deep understanding of the contents of the lesson, and develop of high-level skills such as creativity and critical thinking. As a result, it is clear that teachers’ high-level perceptions of professional burnout will affect their perceptions of collective efficacy negatively.

In this study, in the light of theoretical explanations, it was hypothesized the effect of collective teacher efficacy had a mediating role on the relationship between burnout and organizational commitment. The findings showed that there was a direct relationship between burnout and organizational commitment, but when collective efficacy was included in this relationship, collective efficacy played a partial mediating role between burnout and organizational commitment. In other words, burnout has begun to affect organizational commitment indirectly through collective efficacy. The fact that the relationship between
burnout and organizational commitment was not completely eliminated by the inclusion of collective efficacy in the model revealed the existence of other mediator variables.

The employees’ perception of burnout affects the feelings of organizational commitment directly (Ergin, 1992; Hakanen, Bakker and Schaufeli, 2006; Kervancı, 2013; Üresin, 2009). Individuals with high perceptions of burnout feel physically and emotionally exhausted (Cordes and Dougherty, 1993). The sense of burnout can cause individuals to be unable to concentrate enough for the interests of the organization, work for the shared purposes of the organization, and use their time efficiently. On the other hand, the findings of this study showed that burnout can affect organizational commitment directly, and can affect organizational commitment through teachers’ perceptions of collective efficacy indirectly. In other words, burnout is influenced by teachers’ perceptions of collective efficacy and the effects of burnout are indirectly reflected in organizational commitment through perceptions of collective efficacy. Therefore, it is very important for teachers to have sufficient perception of collective efficacy. Teachers with a high perception of collective efficacy are more in cooperation with their colleagues in teaching and discipline (Erdoğan and Dönmez, 2015; Kurt, 2012). This may reduce teachers’ perceptions of burnout and increase their perceptions of organizational commitment. Increasing cooperation in discipline and teaching practices within the school, creating environments where teachers can share their experiences, and strengthening communication among employees can increase their perception of collective efficacy.

This study has some limitations. The fact that the study group is composed of teachers working in the schools located in the city center of Konya and that the number of primary and secondary school teachers is higher than the preschool and high school teachers limits the generalisability of the results to broader population of teachers in the country. It will be useful to conduct similar research to cover teachers from different provinces and districts. Further research can be conducted by considering different variables that can mediate the relationship between teachers’ perceptions professional burnout and organizational commitment. We recommended investigating the relationships between teachers’ organizational commitment, professional burnout, and collective efficacy by considering their areas.
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